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BRANDS IN CRISIS
Protect your Brand, be Crisis-ready!

Tasos Pagakis offers Crisis-ready
Consulting, Workshops, or Simulation
training to help you protect your
Company and Brand from business
continuity and perception risks.

Why?

250
big crisis occurred in the US and E.U. within the last 10 years
in all sectors with a huge impact on companies, industries,
sales, and consumers.

54 %
of the US and EU Small-medium sized enterprises have
never had a prepared Crisis plan before they face any
incident, emergency, or crisis.

1258
global company CEO’s with a turnover of 1 billion have
agreed (survey in 2018) that it is “inevitable to face a Crisis
in the future”.

91 %
of those companies that have faced a Crisis in the past,
transformed their entire Operations (although they were
ISO-certified and risk-based).

17 %
is the number of the companies that have ever tested their
functional processes and employee's Crisis preparedness.
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Most companies think “it can’t happen to us!”.
But incidents, emergencies, and crisis are “everyday
business”. A sudden raid of authorities; a social media
attack; non-compliance to regulations; security issues;
people distrusting Brands …all can impact sales, goodwill,
and reputation in the longer term.

Do you have Crisisready scenarios?
Safety measures failure
Emergency by 'force majeure'
Threat to property and assets
Evacuations in critical moments
Death by accident
Protection & Indemnity to consumer
Sabotage, physical terrorist / activists attacks
Environmental hazards, spills, fire, emergency
Corporate reputation / Executive Wrongdoing
Green / Environment hazards / Pollution
Regulatory compliance and allegations
Compliance, fraud, thefts, service manipulation
Bribery and unethical practices
Consumers boycotting your brand
Consumer complaints handling off-and-online
Negative defamation / fake news on social media
Photographs of messy products on the internet
Employee discrimination and wrongful policies
Employee behavior against customer
Company defamation and negative word-of-mouth
Digital access and network systems failure
GDPR accusations
Cyber-security and personal data hacking
Defect on product
Product recall process
Food contamination / epidemic / food-borne illness
Foreign object in product
Vendors' quality and practices
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Crisis-ready Services
CRISIS-READY CONSULTING
Hourly sessions to advise leaders on appropriate
corporate Crisis responses.

CRISIS-READY AUDITS
We audit programs executed for all company operations,
sites, functions with an eye on “What if…” risks and scenarios.

SETUP THE CRISIS MGT. TEAM
We help companies setup their Crisis management team,
governance and framework. Then , we train its members.

CRISIS MANUAL
We draft actionable Crisis manual with all the response
sceanrios the company needs (stakeholder-action-message).

SOCIAL MEDIA RESPONSES
We work on the messaging and responses' scripts for each
crisis scenario, so the digital activation teams can use.

COMPANY TRAINING
Real-life simulation exercises to induce a Crisis-ready culture.

CRISIS PREPAREDNESS WORKSHOP
A full day with the executive or CMT to work and prepare for
up to 10 business continuity & perception Crisis scenarios.

SPOKESPERSON TRAINING
We train on ambush interviews, message and story techniques
for corporate level, or for specific crisis scenarios.
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Crisis-ready partner
TASOS PAGAKIS
Co-founder of BMB Borrow My Brain Consulting. He
facilitates Crisis preparedness workshops for Companies
and Authorities.
Accomplished professional with 34 years’ experience in
Brand navigation, Storytelling, Corporate communications
with Crisis management work in Telecoms, Defense, Food,
FMCG, Energy, Pharma, and Digital.
Has worked for 8 global Mergers & Acquisitions (and their
business and human resources transition plans), and for 3
global company transformation projects.
Has handled 42 ‘heavy-lift’ crisis response cases including
Death by accident, FOB, Food contamination, Oil spill,
World Health Organization, Telco radiation, Petroleum &
environment risks, Threat to property, Social media & Fake
news, Consumer fraud, Bribery allegations, Security &
privacy hacking, Network & service outage, Factory
pollution, Consumer rights etc.
A trained trainer by Ledarstudion (leadership), Hyperisland (digital), Stromberg (change management), Ericsson
(transformation agenda), BBC Media (media training), Dale
Carnegie (public speaking), Ketchum (company narratives).
His work was distinctive and awarded with BBDO Group,
Saatchi & Saatchi, Lowe, Civitas-Ketchum, DDB London,
Prime, Weber Shandwick, House Radon, United Minds,
Edelman, and Ericsson.
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Previous experience
Partial list of Crisis-response projects, trainings, support
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Be a Crisis-ready brand
CRISIS-READY PROGRAM INCLUDES:
PHASE - 1 (5 days)
Meet the Company. Set priorities. Get direction.
Understand challenges. Study ISO/HACCP/Policies.

PHASE - 2 (8-10 days)
Audit processes & risks. Identify & Learn (on-site, interviews,
footage). Management update on draft scenarios per function.

PHASE - 3 (4 days + 2 skype calls)
Setup the Crisis Management Team. Train and equip them.
Draft their Roles & responsibilities.

PHASE - 4 (10-12 days)
Work with the CMT on all crisis-response scenarios. Come up
with stakeholders, actions, and messages for each.

PHASE - 5 (2 days with workshop tests)
Crisis-ready orientation seminar / Q&A / workshop with all
appropriate staff teams, to alert them on risks and help the
company difuse a Crisis-ready culture.
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Most recent "Crisis-ready program" was implemented to a big
regional food company's operations (5.000 employees and 14
brand portfolios). We covered and audited all operations (imports,
stations, fresh products, factory, warehouse and logistics, brand
teams, digital ordering, customer complaints and support, sales
and retail (268 stores), the 13 departments' policies, and the inhouse and external social media teams/agencies.
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BE A CRISIS-READY
COMPANY & BRAND
Tasos Pagakis
+30 694 6863154

e: info@brandsincrisis.eu
s: tasos.pagakis.skype

Brandsincrisis.euTM is a service platform created
by BMB Borrow my Brain Consulting Ltd.

